VISUAL ATTENTION SACCADIC MODELS

Taking into account global scene context and temporal aspects of gaze behaviour
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Introduction

How do saccadic models work?

Saccadic models can be easily tuned
to emulate a specific visual behavior.
For instance the joint distribution pB can
be adapted to the semantic visual category of the stimulus.
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Model Evaluation

Evaluation is performed over Bruce’s dataset (120 natural images) [4]. For each image, 100 scanpaths of 10
fixations are computed from the saccadic model, and
added up into a heatmap. We repeat the operation with
the pB distribution from 4 visual categories. These heatmaps are compared with the output of a classic bottomup only saliency model (a combination of [8] and [9]).
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Natural scenes (static image)

Webpages (static image)

Let xt−1 be a fixation point at time t-1. The next fixation point xt is determined by
sampling the 2D discrete conditional probability p(x | xt−1)

p(x | xt-1) = pBU(x) . pB(d(x,xt-1), φ(x,xt-1)) . pM(x,t | T)

To implement the stochastic nature of visual exploration, Nc points are randomly
drawn from p(x | xt-1). The next fixation point corresponds to the highest value.

Figure 1 - Conceptual difference between classic saliency
models and saccadic models. Classic saliency models output
a 2D static saliency map (or heatmap) whereas saccadic models compute visual scanpaths from which static as well as dynamic saliency maps can be computed.

Saccadic models output plausible visual scanpaths, i.e. having the same
peculiarities as human scanpaths.

For a probabilistic tour of visual attention models,
cf. Boccignone’s review, arXiv:1607.01232, 2016.
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Figure 4- Joint distribution of saccade orientations and
amplitudes according to 4 visual categories of stimulus.
Landscapes and conversations videos are from [3]; natural
static scenes are from [4,5,6]; webpages are from [7].

pB can also be adapted to be spatiallyvariant. This allows to naturally take into
account the center bias.
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Figure 6- Evaluation is performed with 2 similarity metrics (CC
and SIM) and one dissimilarity metric (EMD). EMD has been scaled down by a factor 4. Error bars represent standard errors.
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Conclusions

Visual attention saccadic models take into account the
temporal dimension of visual exploration. They provide
an efficient framework to integrate in a data-driven
fashion variables as different as bottom-up saliency, spatial bias, context and scene composition, as well as oculomotor constraints. They will allow to tailor saliency
model for specific populations (e.g. for different age
groups, tasks, states of health...).
For more details, cf. Le Meur O, Coutrot A. Introducing
context-dependent and spatially-variant viewing biases
in saccadic models. Vision Research 2016.
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Figure 3 - Scanpath generation. (a) Original image and (f) its saliency map computed by
the GBVS model (Harel et al., 2006). (b)–(e) Sequence of fixations (g)–(j) Temperature plot
of the joint probability pB weighted by the saliency pBU. (k)–(n) Temperature plot of the memory effect and inhibition of return pM . Adapted from [1].
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Figure 2 - Saccadic model flow chart. Predicted scanpaths result from the combination of
three components: 1- bottom-up saliency map, 2- viewing biases and 3- memory mechanism.
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